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ABSTRACT 

 
In today’s Scenario Technology is coming day by day to 

improve and enhance the valuable aspects to full fill the 

requirements of commercial and industrial applications. 

Quantum electronics is also a part of technology to implement 

and design equipments for field of medical application. In the 

era of engineering; electronics engineering is providing 

various techniques to modify the medical treatment. In the 

field of medical application sensors are mostly used for 

detection and analysis of human body disease and these 

medical application sensors are designed by using Electronics 

engineering. By using medical electronics surgeons can do 

medical treatment and evaluation of diseases in more effective 

way. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Medical equipments and measuring instruments can be 

designed by medical electronics tools which results in low 

cost medical treatment. To detect and treat of chronic 

diseases, preferment of biometric equipments and artificial 

organs are developed with integration of technologies [1]. 

Medical electronics are field of new innovative science and 

industrial advancement. The essential factor of research and 

evolution of medical electronics are the requirement to 

provide low cost medical diagnosis and treatment for rapidly 

increase in population. The future growth of electronics 

industry depends on medical electronics. The basic structure 

of medical technology system incorporates biosensor, 

microsystems, integration and wireless sensor interface [2]. In 

medical electronics health related problem are resolved by 

medical equipments; which are designed by medical 

electronics engineers. Medical electronics engineers also 

called the doctor of the equipments. Those equipments and 

devices can be used for analysis purpose by multispecialty 

hospital surgeon’s or doctors. The working operation and 

maintenance are depending on the technology which are 

designed by medical electronics engineers. The combination 

of health-related problems and measurements are solved by 

elements of biological and medicine science engineering. 

Most of the researches are concerned with health 

management, artificial organs, body part replacement systems, 

instrumentation electronics, delivery care system and medical 

information systems [3]. 

2. NEED OF MEDICAL ELECTRONICS 

TECHNOLOGY 
Medical electronics and medical device are providing 

important technologies like stethoscope, x-ray and 

electrocardiography [4]. 

 

Fig 1: Medical electronics applications  

2.1 Electronic Stethoscope and 

Sphygmomanometer  
The physician can hear the sound of internal body by which 

they analyse the functioning and malfunctioning of organs of 

human body. The engineers have designed a device for actual 

analysing concept which graphically produces the more 

effective and quantitative value with display parameters. The 

given voice print of body is helpful to diagnosis the disease 

and after monitoring provide required treatment [5]. The 

electronics stethoscope is more sensible and mostly used in 

medical diagnosis for betterment of treatment. Another 

parameter related to body are Blood pressure that is measured 
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by Sphygmomanometer. Those patients in whose body 

pacemaker have been installed blood pressure must be 

measured in routine and provide the treatment for every 

prerequisite [6]. 

2.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

electronically 
In the field of medical electronics, the imaging techniques are 

widely used to identify the inner object of body for diagnose 

determination.  Magnetic Resonance Imaging are containing 

huge amount of diagnosis application [7]. The image 

produced from magnetic resonance formed in atoms known as 

hydrogen atoms, which are differentiated in pulse. Those 

pulses are created from electromagnetic erection to collision 

to axis and get the outcomes [8]. 

2.3 Electronic Brain Wave Machine   
The disease of brain like brain death, sleeping disorder and 

un-healthiness are diagnosed by electronics brain wave 

machine, which record the electrical movements of the scalp 

with electroencephalography by collecting the neurons from 

brain. Such type of electronic instruments and devices are 

mostly used in the field of medical for the treatment of mental 

problems [9]. 

2.4 Electronic Blood Glucose Monitor and 

Infrared digital Thermometers 
The blood sugar of human body affected due to medications, 

dissimilar foods, and environmental infections. The testing of 

blood sugar named as diabetes by electronics device are 

known as electronic blood glucose monitor [10]. As per the 

requirement of people portable devices are designed by which 

sugar level can be measured by using   single strip type 

machine called glucometers. The diseases due to low and high 

level of blood sugar are heart disease, nerve damage and 

kidney disease etc. The common factor of body is temperature 

which is also required for measurement instrument [11]. The 

measurement of temperature by the infrared thermometry 

concept is using Bluetooth and combination of hardware and 

software, which can transmit and receive the data collected 

from measured temperature [12]. The received data of 

measured temperature can be amplified for further analysis. 

The infrared temperature sensor signal is amplified and sent 

by the mobile technology to the particular place for treatment. 

By this technique one can observe the patient’s temperature 

for long time and provide the effective treatment. 

Simultaneously [13]. 

2.5 Defibrillator for medical electronics  
In field of medical engineering number of tools are used to 
diagnosis the human body for treatment. Defibration is a 
process used in very sensitive condition of heart like cardiac 
arrhythmia, pulseless ventricular tachycardia. The process of 
use of healing shock to the heart is known as defibration. The 
electric charge ais required to reverse the fibrillation [14]. 

2.6 Fetal Monitor and Medical heart 

monitors   
The heart rate monitoring of baby during the pregnancy tested 

is done by fetal monitoring. An electronic fetal monitor 

contains a Doppler device which perform like stethoscope 

knowns as fetoscope [15]. An electronic device known as 

transducer is used to wide and stretchable bands around 

abdomen for monitoring the heartbeat of baby. During the 

monitoring contraction also tracked by another band around 

the abdomen. The transducer is connected with electronic 

machine during the monitoring wired a well as wireless. 

3. CONCLUSION 
As per the need of medical electronics in present scenario 

drastic change is coming in technology. The advancement in 

medical electronics are providing the hand to hand medical 

facilities by using electronics engineering in the field of 

medical electronics. The medical engineering is coming with 

sensor technologies. The advancement of electronics devices 

results the technologies like Wireless brain sensors, 3-D 

printing, Health wearables, Artificial organs, Precision 

medicine, Telehealth, Robotic surgery etc which are helpful 

for development of medical advancement. In coming years 

medical electronics provide the virtual technologies for 

diagnosis and treatment. 
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